on January thirty-first nineteen seventy

one Apollo 14 took off from Kennedy Space Center destined for the Fra Mauro Highlands of the moon on February first

commander Alan Shepard America's first man in space and lunar module pilot

Edgar Mitchell safely landed the ship on tourists on the surface of the Moon with pilot Stuart Roosa orbiting above and the command module Kitty Hawk Apollo

four teams mission was to explore the lunar region and deploy the Apollo lunar surface scientific experiments package or ALSIP along with geology research and
a collection of lunar samples for return

to Earth an interesting event happen at

the end of the 2nd ed a when commander

Alan Shepard using a makeshift club hit

a golf ball across the lunar surface the

command module Kitty Hawk safely

splashed down in the Pacific februari

9th 1971 making it NASA's third

successful manned lunar mission NASA

celebrates the 40th anniversary of

apollo 14

you